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ABSTRACT
We explore the possibility that GW150914, the binary black hole merger recently detected by Ad-
vanced LIGO, was formed by gravitational interactions in the core of a dense star cluster. Using
models of globular clusters with detailed N -body dynamics and stellar evolution, we show that a
typical cluster with a mass of 3× 105M to 6× 105M is optimal for forming GW150914-like binary
black holes that will merge in the local universe. We identify the most likely dynamical processes for
forming GW150914 in such a cluster, and we show that the detection of GW150914 is consistent with
the masses and merger rates expected for binary black holes from globular clusters. Our results show
that dynamical processes provide a significant and well-understood pathway for forming binary black
hole mergers in the local universe. Understanding the contribution of dynamics to the binary black
hole merger problem is a critical step in unlocking the full potential of gravitational-wave astronomy.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The first detection of gravitational waves from merg-
ing black holes (Abbott et al. 2016a) has begun a new
era of astronomy. GW150914 carried with it profound
implications for many astrophysical models of black hole
(BH) formation throughout cosmic time. The surpris-
ingly large masses of the individual BH components
(36M and 29M) strongly suggest that the binary BH
(BBH) progenitor of GW150914 was formed in a low-
metallicity environment (Abbott et al. 2016, and refer-
ences therein). Theoretical studies have shown that dy-
namical interactions in the dense cores of low-metallicity
globular clusters (GCs) are particularly efficient at form-
ing BBH systems similar to GW150914 (Rodriguez et al.
2016; Chatterjee et al. 2016).
Shortly after the formation of a GC, the most mas-
sive stars collapse, leaving behind a population of BHs.
Being more massive than the typical star, these BHs
rapidly sink into the center of the cluster, where the
tremendous spatial density of BHs (∼ 106 pc−3) can
produce many encounters between BHs and BH bina-
ries. These encounters can create new binaries in one of
two ways: either three single BHs pass sufficiently close
to one another for two BHs to become bound (with the
third BH receiving a velocity boost to conserve energy),
or an exchange interaction occurs in which a BH inserts
itself into a preexisting binary, ejecting one of its com-
ponents. The newly-forged binaries remain in the GC
core, where they are continuously modified, disrupted,
and recreated by encounters with other binary and single
BHs. This dynamical mosh pit continues, forming more
and more strongly bound binaries (Heggie 1975) until a
BBH receives a sufficient velocity kick to eject it com-
pletely from the cluster. In effect, the extreme density of
BHs in a GC core creates a veritable gravitational-wave
factory, continuously forming and ejecting BBHs into
the field to await their fate as Advanced LIGO sources.
In this letter, we explore the dynamical formation
channel for BBHs in the context of GW150914. In Sec-
tion 2, we explore what type of present-day GC could
have formed the GW150914 BBH. In Section 3, we show
what type of interactions in a GC are responsible for
the dynamical formation of GW150914-like binaries. Fi-
nally, in Section 4, we show that the GW150914 detec-
tion is consistent with the masses and redshifts of BBHs
from GCs that we expect Advanced LIGO to detect.
To answer these questions, we use 48 detailed star-by-
star GC models, developed in Rodriguez et al. (2016),
which incorporate all the relevant dynamical physics
and advanced algorithms for stellar evolution, equiva-
lent to the most recent studies of BBH mergers from
galactic fields (Dominik et al. 2013). These models
span large ranges in initial masses (N = 2 × 105, 5 ×
105, 1 × 106, and 2 × 106 initial particles, correspond-
ing to present-day masses of ∼ 5× 104M, 1× 105M,
3×105M, and 6×105M, respectively), stellar metal-
licities (0.25Z, 0.05Z, and 0.01Z), and initial virial
radii (1 pc and 2 pc). See Appendix A for more details.
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22. FORMING HEAVY BBHS IN GCS
We extract from our 48 models all the binaries that
appear similar to GW150914. We start by looking at any
BBH whose source-frame component and chirp masses
fall within the 90% credible regions for GW150914
(m1 = 35.7
+5.4
−3.8M, m2 = 29.1
+3.8
−4.4M, and Mc =
27.9+2.1−1.7M, from The LIGO Scientific Collaboration &
The Virgo Collaboration 2016b). This corresponds to
a total of 262 BBHs from 40 of the 48 GC models, 259
of which merge outside the cluster. We assume all GCs
formed ∼ 12 Gyr ago (at z ' 3.5, consistent with GCs
in the Milky Way, although other galaxies, such as the
Large and Small Magellanic Clouds, have significantly
younger GC populations). Of the 8 GC models that
do not contribute BBHs with masses like GW150914,
4 have disrupted before 12 Gyr and are exlcluded from
our analysis, and the remaining 4 have low initial N and
lower number of initial BHs. The remaining 40 GC mod-
els contribute roughly equal numbers of GW150914-like
BBHs (when normalized to the number of initial stars
in each model). Our models show a strong dependence
on metallicity, with the Z = 0.05Z and 0.01Z models
contributing nearly 3 and 5 times as many BBHs as the
Z = 0.25Z models, respectively.
We then define a true GW150914 progenitor to be
the subset of these 262 binaries that merge between 7
and 13 Gyr after GC formation, corresponding to merg-
ers that occur in the local universe (z < 0.5). We
find 14 such systems across our 48 models, all of which
were ejected from the cluster prior to merger. Of these
14, we find that 10 originate from 5 GC models with
similar initial conditions, corresponding to GCs with
lower metallicities (0.05Z and 0.01Z, typical for the
low-metallicity clusters in most galaxies), large masses
(N = 1 × 106 and 2 × 106 initial particles, correspond-
ing to final masses of 3× 105M to 6× 105M today),
and typical virial radii (Rv = 2 pc). That these binaries
(and the majority of all 262 GW150914-like BBHs) form
from low metallicity and massive clusters is unsurpris-
ing: lower metallicities yield less effective stellar winds
(Vink 2011), reducing the amount of mass that is lost
before a massive star collapses, and producing “heavy”
BHs like the observed components of GW150914 (Bel-
czynski et al. 2010; Mapelli et al. 2013; Spera et al.
2015). Furthermore, massive clusters produce a larger
number of BHs, which enhances the dynamical produc-
tion of BBHs.
The preference for clusters with larger virial radius (2
pc versus the more compact 1 pc clusters) arises from the
need for long inspiral times. Binaries with total masses
of ∼ 60M are more massive than the average stellar or
BH mass in the cluster, and are typically ejected within
the first few Gyrs of a cluster’s evolution. However, since
Figure 1. Interaction diagram showing the formation history
for two GW150914 progenitors in a single GC model. From
top to bottom, the history of each individual BH that will
eventually comprise a GW150914-like binary is illustrated,
including all binary interactions. The legend shows the var-
ious types of gravitational encounters included in our GC
models (with the exception of two-body relaxation). In each
interaction, the black sphere represents the GW150914 pro-
genitor BH, while the blue and red spheres represent other
BHs (and stars) in the cluster core.
3GW150914 merged ∼ 1.3 Gyr ago (& 10 Gyr after the
formation of the old GCs considered here), it must have
been ejected from a cluster environment with a suffi-
ciently wide separation to ensure a delay time of ∼ 10
Gyr before merger. It is a well-known result (Porte-
gies Zwart & McMillan 2000; Moody & Sigurdsson 2009)
that, despite the chaotic nature of dynamical formation,
it is the global cluster properties that primarily deter-
mine the semi-major axis of binaries at ejection. In Ro-
driguez et al. (2016), we showed that this relationship
can be expressed as
Rv
MGC
∼ a
µbin
(1)
where MGC and Rv are the mass and virial radius of the
cluster, and a and µbin are the semi-major axis and re-
duced mass of the binary. Equation (1) shows that, for
a given binary mass, more massive clusters must have
large virial radii to produce binaries with large semi-
major axes1. This result holds true in our models: the
massive GCs with Rv = 1 pc produce ∼ 60M BBHs at
a rate similar to GCs with Rv = 2 pc; however, the ma-
jority of binaries from those compact clusters are ejected
within the first Gyr of the cluster evolution and merge
. 1 Gyr later. For the binaries to merge in the local uni-
verse, they were most likely ejected from a massive clus-
ter with a virial radius ∼ 2 pc. We conclude that, were it
formed dynamically, the progenitor of GW150914 most
likely originated in a low-metallicity GC with a present-
day mass between 3 × 105M and 6 × 105M and an
initial virial radius of 2 pc, typical of young clusters in
the local universe (e.g., Scheepmaker et al. 2007).
3. DYNAMICAL FORMATION OF GW150914
In addition to the statistics of the ejected BBHs, our
GC models allow us to describe the specific dynamical
interactions that created a potential GW150914 BBH.
None of our 14 GW150914 progenitors are formed from
primordial stellar binaries that become BBHs, and only
12 of all 262 binaries with GW150914-like masses are
formed directly from a primordial binary. Instead, all
but one of the 14 progenitors were created during a
strong gravitational exchange encounter involving either
one binary and one single BH (in 11 cases) or two BBHs
(in 2 cases). Only one binary was created by an interac-
tion involving three single BHs (a “three-body binary”
formation, Binney & Tremaine 2011). This result is sur-
prising, given that three-body binary formation is ex-
pected to be the dominant mechanism for creating new
1 Note that the proportionality constant in 1 can vary from ∼ 10
to∼ 100 (in solar units) within a fixed cluster. See Rodriguez et al.
(2016), Figure 2 and Equations 6-10.
BBHs in the cores of GCs (Morscher et al. 2015). How-
ever, these three-body binaries are not necessarily the
same binaries that will become future gravitational-wave
sources. In order to be ejected from the cluster, this
first generation of binaries must undergo several scat-
tering encounters to pump up their gravitational bind-
ing energies–encounters that offer many opportunities
to form new binaries by exchanging components. These
gravitational encounters erase the original state of the
first generation of BBHs, and become the primary mech-
anism for producing BBH mergers from GCs.
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Figure 2. The distribution of BBH total masses from GCs.
In gray, we show the distribution of all mergers that occur
at z < 0.5 (for GCs that form at z ' 3.5), while in blue we
show the distribution of sources detectable with Advanced
LIGO during its first observing run. The median and 90%
credible regions for the total mass of GW150914 are shown in
red (The LIGO Scientific Collaboration & The Virgo Collab-
oration 2016b). We also show the gravitational-wave trigger,
LVT151012, in purple (where we have computed the median
and credible regions by adding the component mass median
and 90% credible interval boundaries from The LIGO Scien-
tific Collaboration & The Virgo Collaboration 2016a). Note
that, while LVT151012 is below the threshold to be consid-
ered a detection, there exists a & 84% chance that the signal
was of astrophysical origin (Abbott et al. 2016c).
In addition to their formation, all 14 GW150914 pro-
genitors were ejected from their host clusters after a
strong interaction. This is consistent with Rodriguez
et al. (2016), which found that 81% of BBHs ejected
from a GC are ejected following a binary-single en-
counter, and 13% following a binary-binary encounter.
We find that 9 of the 14 binaries were ejected from the
cluster following an exchange encounter, in which pre-
existing binary exchanged components and was ejected
from the cluster before it could interact with other BHs
(although the binary that was exchanged into may have
4Mergers Pessimistic Realistic Optimistic
O1 (Detections / 16 Days) 0.05 0.2 0.7
O1 (Detections / 50 Days) 0.2 0.5 2
O2 (Detections / Year) 4 15 60
Design Sensitivity (Detections / Year) 30 100 400
Merger Rate at z ∼ 0.1 (Mergers / Gpc3 / Year) 2 5 20
Merger Rate at z ∼ 1 (Mergers / Gpc3 / Year) 4 10 40
Table 1. The expected merger rate for all BBHs from GCs. We show the theoretical detection rate for the first observing run
of Advanced LIGO (O1) over a 16 day period (consistent with the GW150914 detection) and over a ∼50 day period (the length
of O1, assuming a ∼ 4 month duration (Abbott et al. 2016b) with a double-coincident runtime fraction of 16/39 (Abbott et al.
2016c)). We also show the detection rate given the projected sensitivity for Advanced LIGO’s second observing run (O2, with a
proposed length of 6 months (Abbott et al. 2016b), for which we use the mid-sensitivity curve from Barsotti & Fritschel (2012)),
and the final design sensitivity from Shoemaker (2009). Both projected rates assume a year of double-coincident data from both
LIGO detectors. For reference, we show the total merger rate density from Rodriguez et al. (2016) at z ∼ 0.1 (the observed
redshift of GW150914) and at z ∼ 1. The optimistic and pessimistic rates are computed assuming the ±1σ uncertainties on the
spatial density of GCs in the universe from Rodriguez et al. (2015), and considering all GCs to have initial virial radii of 1 pc
or 2 pc, respectively. The realistic rate assumes the mean spatial density of GCs, and an even mix of 1 pc and 2 pc clusters.
undergone many encounters before ejection). The re-
maining 5 binaries were retained in the cluster after for-
mation, and continued to interact with other BHs in the
core until one such encounter ejected the BBH from the
cluster. We show two examples of GW150914 formation
histories in Figure 1, one in which the binary is ejected
following an exchange encounter, and one in which the
binary is formed and ejected after repeated scattering
encounters.
Binaries that are ejected following an exchange inter-
action tend to be ejected from the cluster early, when
there are still many ∼ 30M BHs in the cluster. Con-
versely, systems that are ejected by repeated scatter-
ings interactions tend to be ejected several Gyr later,
when there are fewer BHs of comparable mass to pro-
duce an energetic exchange interaction. The distribu-
tion of inspiral times from both processes is nearly iden-
tical. But since we are only interested in GW150914-like
binaries that merge in the local universe, we find that
binaries ejected following an exchange are ejected early
with longer inspiral times, while binaries ejected follow-
ing several scattering interactions are ejected later with
shorter inspiral times.
As Figure 1 makes clear, the dynamical history of any
particular system is quite complex. But the interactions
ensure that the orbital properties of dynamically-formed
BBHs are a function only of well-understood gravita-
tional processes, completely free of any dependence on
the initial conditions of the BBH population. This elim-
inates many of the uncertainties associated with the
modeling of isolated binary stellar evolution in galac-
tic fields. The dynamical formation channel is largely
independent of the many unconstrained parameters of
binary evolution (e.g. the outcome of common envelope
evolution) that can cause estimates of the BBH merger
rate from the field to vary by several orders of magnitude
(Rodriguez et al. 2016).
4. DETECTION RATE
With this understanding of the dynamical formation
scenario, it is only natural to ask: what masses of
dynamically-formed BBHs are most likely to be detected
by Advanced LIGO? The answer depends on two factors:
the underlying distribution of BBH mergers in mass and
redshift, and the sensitivity of the LIGO detector to
BBH mergers with specific masses at a given redshift. In
Figure 2, we show the distribution of BBH mergers from
all our models, with the BBHs drawn randomly from
specific GC models proportionally to the observed mass
distribution of GCs (with clusters closer to the peak of
the GC mass function contributing more BBH mergers
to our effective sample, see Harris et al. 2014; Rodriguez
et al. 2016, and Appendix B). Although there exist many
mergers in the local universe (z < 0.5) with total masses
from 20M to 120, the majority of mergers occuring
in the present day lie in the peak between 30M and
40M. This is consistent with Morscher et al. (2015);
Rodriguez et al. (2016), which found that GCs process
through their most massive BHs early, leaving behind
the less-massive systems to form binaries and merge in
the local universe. The peak at ∼ 35M is primarily
dominated by contributions from the Z = 0.25Z mod-
els, while the tail extending to high masses is primarily
from low-metallicity (Z = 0.05Z, 0.01Z) clusters. As
with GW150914, our models show that mergers more
massive that 40M at low redshifts are most likely to
have been formed in massive, low-metallicity clusters.
To translate this into a distribution and rate of
detectable sources, we combine the total distribu-
tion of BBH mergers with the publicly-available Ad-
vanced LIGO sensitivity spectrum representative for the
GW150914 observation (Kissel 2015) and a and com-
5pute the distribution of detectable BBHs from GCs. We
find that the median total mass of a BBH detectable
during the 16 days of Advanced LIGO’s first observ-
ing run (O1) is 50M, with 60% of sources having to-
tal masses from 37M to 66M (enclosing the 65M
total mass of GW150914), and 90% of sources having
masses from 29M to 89M. In Table 1, we integrate
the mass distribution over all redshifts, and list the de-
tection rate of BBH mergers from GCs for different cur-
rent and planned observing runs of Advanced LIGO.
We find that, during the first 16 days of O1, Advanced
LIGO could have detected anywhere from 0.05 to 0.7
BBH mergers from GCs. Based on these results, we
conclude that GW150914 is consistent with dynamical
formation in a GC.
With only a single detection, and significant uncer-
tainties on the BBH merger rate from isolated binary
stellar evolution, it cannot be definitively said which
of the many proposed formation channels produced
GW150914. However, both GW150914 and the results
presented here indicate that Advanced LIGO may de-
tect many more BBH mergers in the near future (Ab-
bott et al. 2016c). Once Advanced LIGO has produced a
catalog of BBH merger candidates with different masses
and spins at different redshifts, we will begin to con-
strain many of the existing BBH population models,
yielding tremendous information about BH formation
and dynamics across cosmic time.
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6APPENDIX
A. MONTE CARLO SIMULATIONS OF GLOBULAR CLUSTERS
Throughout this study, we use a series of 48 GC models, first created in Rodriguez et al. (2016), to explore the
dynamical formation pathways of GW150914. These models were created with our Cluster Monte Carlo (CMC) code,
a He´non-style Monte Carlo approach to stellar dynamics (He´non 1971, 1975). By assuming spherical symmetry, a large
number of particles, and dynamics primarily driven by two-body relaxation, CMC can model GCs with significantly
more single and binary objects than a direct N -body integration. Recent work (Rodriguez et al. 2016) has shown that
CMC can model GCs with N ∼ 106 particles with similar accuracy to state-of-the-art direct integrators, reproducing
both the global cluster parameters and the BBH properties in a fraction of the time, allowing us to fully explore the
parameter space of dense star clusters.
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Figure A1. Graphical representation of all 262 BBHs with masses similar to GW150914 from the 48 GC models, sorted in
order of increasing merger times. We separate the models according to their initial N and virial radii, such that each rectangle
represents the BBHs from 6 models. The left end of each line indicates when each binary was ejected from the cluster and the
right end indicates the merger time. Those binaries that merge in the local universe (z < 0.5, which we consider GW150914
progenitors) are indicated in red. As we consider more massive and more compact clusters, a larger number of BBHs will merge
within a Hubble time, consistent with previous results (Rodriguez et al. 2016, Figure 1).
In addition to two-body relaxation, various improvements to CMC have incorporated much of the necessary physics
to correctly treat the BBH dynamical formation problem. In particular, we consider:
• three-body binary formation, using a probabilistic prescription for three BHs that pass within a certain
radius (Morscher et al. 2013),
• strong three-body and four-body gravitational scattering encounters, computed by direct summation
of Newtonian gravity with the Fewbody integrator (Fregeau et al. 2004), and
• single and binary stellar evolution, using the BSE package for rapid stellar evolution (Hurley et al. 2000,
2002).
7# m1 (M) m2 (M) a (AU) e Porb (days) Tejec (Gyr) Tinsp (Gyr) Redshift (z)
1 38.5 26.4 0.30 0.53 7.45 0.42 12.04 –
2 37.6 25.4 0.25 0.44 5.75 0.44 8.92 0.21
3 32.0 31.6 0.25 0.37 5.72 0.91 10.70 0.03
4 35.3 30.5 0.40 0.74 11.39 0.08 7.00 0.46
5 35.5 25.8 0.21 0.13 4.49 0.15 11.51 0.02
6 37.6 30.1 0.77 0.89 29.99 1.70 7.20 0.26
7 36.3 28.2 0.57 0.82 19.57 0.35 11.87 –
8 32.9 32.3 0.40 0.75 11.44 2.56 6.78 0.21
9 32.6 32.1 0.30 0.58 7.46 2.59 8.67 0.05
10 32.7 28.6 0.37 0.78 10.50 6.20 3.86 0.15
11 35.1 32.5 0.22 0.13 4.58 2.66 8.71 0.05
12 33.4 27.5 1.32 0.96 70.97 3.95 3.79 0.38
13 32.2 28.2 0.38 0.76 11.01 4.15 6.30 0.12
14 32.9 31.3 0.25 0.50 5.70 2.43 7.20 0.19
Table A1. The 14 GW150914 progenitors identified from 48 GC models. We list the masses, orbital properties, and inspiral
times for each binary at the moment it is ejected from the cluster. We also show the redshift of each merger, assuming all GCs
to be exactly 12 Gyr old.
We have enhanced our stellar evolution prescriptions with new physics describing the distribution of remnant masses
for BHs formed from core-collapsed massive stars, metallicity and temperature-dependent stellar winds, and the natal
kicks of BHs. See Rodriguez et al. (2016) for details. These prescriptions are identical to those employed in the
most recent estimates of BBH merger rates from galactic fields (Dominik et al. 2013), allowing us to directly compare
our dynamical results to other channels for BBH formation. Note that we do not consider relativistic effects, such
as post-Newtonian corrections to close dynamical encounters (Samsing et al. 2014) or long-term secular effects, such
as Lidov-Kozai and gravitational wave emission in BH triple systems (Antonini et al. 2014; Antonini et al. 2016).
Although these only contribute at the ∼ 1%, they should still be considered for any dynamically-complete treatment.
We also assume that GCs do not contain intermediate-mass BHs which can influence the BBH formation and merger
rate (e.g., MacLeod et al. 2016).
Our 48 cluster models are generated with a different number of initial particles, virial radii, and metallicities, in
order to explore the full range of massive GCs observed in the Milky Way and other galaxies. We consider a grid with
three different stellar metallicities (Z = 0.25Z, 0.05Z, and 0.01Z), two different initial virial radii (Rv = 1, 2 pc)
and four different initial particle numbers (N = 2× 105, 5× 105, 1× 106, 2× 106). Each set of initials conditions was
run twice, with a different initial state of particle positions and velocities, for a total of 48 models. The details of these
models can be found in Rodriguez et al. (2016).
Finally, we list the properties of the 14 GW150914 progenitors we consider in this study. In Table 2, we list the
masses and orbital properties for each of the binaries, while in Table 3, we list the initial conditions of the clusters
that created each BBH, and information about the dynamics of the binary inside the cluster. In Figure A1, we show
all 262 BBHs from our models with masses similar to GW150914, highlighting in red those 14 BBHs that merge in
the local universe.
B. GRAVITATIONAL WAVE DETECTABILITY
Computing the detectability of sources requires an understanding of both the sensitivity of the gravitational-wave
detector and the underlying mass distribution of BBHs. Following Belczynski et al. (2014); Rodriguez et al. (2015),
we write the detection rate per unit chirp mass as
R(Mc) =
∫ ∞
0
R(Mc, z)fd(Mc, z)
(
dVc
dz
)(
dts
dto
)
dz (B1)
where
• R(Mc, z) is the rate of binary mergers at redshift z and chirp massMc from GCs in units of Mpc−3 M−1 yr−1,
• fd(Mc, z) is the fraction of detectable sources at a given chirp mass and redshift,
8# Metallicity (Z) Particle Number Rv (pc) N
prev
part NBS NBB Ejected By
1 0.05 2× 106 1 0,5 1 0 BS (Exchange)
2 0.05 2× 106 1 2, 0 1 0 BS (Exchange)
3 0.05 2× 106 1 6, 1 12 3 BS
4 0.25 1× 106 1 4, 1 1 0 BS (Exchange)
5 0.05 1× 106 2 0, 1 1 0 BS (Exchange)
6 0.01 1× 106 2 1, 11 0 1 BB (Exchange)
7 0.01 2× 106 2 1, 0 1 0 BS (Exchange)
8 0.01 2× 106 2 6, 1 3 1 BS
9 0.01 2× 106 2 2, 5 0 1 BB (Exchange)
10 0.01 2× 106 2 14, 1 1 2 BB
11 0.01 2× 106 2 8, 4 1 0 BS (Exchange)
12 0.01 2× 106 2 0, 12 3 0 BS
13 0.01 2× 106 2 2, 0 8 0 BS
14 0.05 2× 106 2 11, 5 1 0 BS (Exchange)
Table A2. The properties of the clusters that formed each GW150914 progenitor, and the dynamical interactions that formed
each binary. For each, we show the number of previous binary partners each component had before finding its eventual GW150914
companion. We also show the number of binary-single and binary-binary encounters each binary underwent (including the
interaction that created the binary). Finally, we list the type of encounter that ejected the binary from the cluster, and whether
or not that encounter involved an exchange.
• (dVcdz ) is the comoving volume at a given redshift, assuming a flat ΛCDM cosmology with ΩM = 0.306 and
H0 = 67.9km s
−1 Mpc−1 (Ade et al. 2015), and
•
(
dts
dto
)
≡ 11+z is the time dilation between a clock measuring the merger rate at the source and a clock on Earth.
To compute the merger rate, R(Mc, z), we follow a similar procedure to Rodriguez et al. (2015); Rodriguez et al.
(2016). We first assume that all GCs are exactly 12 Gyr old. The rate is then broken apart into three components:
R(Mc, z) ≡ ρGC 〈Ninsp〉P (Mc, z) (B2)
where ρGC is the spatial density of GCs in the universe, which we assume to be 0.77 Mpc
−3, with an optimistic value
of 2.31 Mpc−3 and a pessimistic value of 0.32 Mpc−3 based on recent measurements of galaxy luminosity functions
(Kelvin et al. 2014) and the correlation between galaxy luminosity and GC number (Harris et al. 2013). See Rodriguez
et al. (2015), supplemental materials, for details of the computation. We assume 0.77 Mpc−3 to be the standard value,
but consider the optimistic and pessimistic values better constrain the uncertainty of our estimate.
〈Ninsp〉 is the mean number of BBH mergers produced by a GC over 12 Gyr. This is found by creating a functional fit
of the number of BBH mergers a cluster with a given present-day mass produces over its 12 Gyr lifetime. In Rodriguez
et al. (2016), we found a relationship of the form Ninsp(MGC) = NBBH(MGC)× finsp(MGC) to be satisfactory, where
NBBH(MGC) is the linear relationship between the cluster mass and the total number of BBHs it produces and
finsp(MGC) is the fraction of BBHs that will merge within 12 Gyr (which we fit to an error function
2). We then
determine 〈Ninsp〉 by integrating the functional form of Ninsp(MGC) over the GC mass function, which we take to be a
log-normal distribution with mean log10(M0) = 5.54 and width σM = 0.52, based on recently-observed GC luminosity
functions in brightest-cluster galaxies (Harris et al. 2014) and assuming a mass-to-light ratio of 2 for old stellar systems
with minimal dark matter (Bell et al. 2003). As in Rodriguez et al. (2016), we compute three different values of 〈Ninsp〉:
the standard value (260 inspirals per 12 Gyr) determined by fitting Ninsp(MGC) to all 48 GC models, an optimistic
value (347 inspirals per 12 Gyr), found when fitting only to clusters with Rv = 1 pc, and a pessimistic value (192
inspirals per 12 Gyr), found when considering only clusters with Rv = 2 pc. As with the values of ρGC , these estimates
will be used to understand the uncertainties associated with our model assumptions.
2 Chosen as a simple example of a cumulative distribution func-
tion, since the fraction of binaries that will merge within 12 Gyr
goes from 0 to 1 as one considers clusters with larger masses. See
Rodriguez et al. (2016), and Figure A1
9We determine P (Mc, z), the probability distribution of mergers in chirp mass and redshift, by computing a 2D kernel
density estimate (KDE) inMc and binary merger time. The KDE was generated from our 48 GC models by sampling
binaries at random from each model, appropriately reweighted to reproduce the mass distribution of GCs observed in
the local universe. This is accomplished by selecting more binaries from models with larger weights, where the cluster
weights are determined by evenly binning the log-normal GC mass function so that the average mass of models with
the same initial particle number lies in the midpoint of each bin, then assigning to each model the integral of the GC
mass function over that bin (normalized to the largest weight). We compute the weights separately for high- and low-
metallicity clusters, as our high-metallicity models with N = 2× 105 disrupt before 12 Gyr and are excluded from the
present analysis. In practice, this weighting scheme selects 100% of the binaries from our N = 2× 106 models, ∼ 55%
of the binaries from our N = 5× 105, 1× 106 models, and ∼ 35% of the binaries from our N = 2× 105 low-metallicity
models. Our parameter grid contains two low-metallicity clusters for every one high-metallicity cluster, so we further
multiply the weights of the Z = 0.05Z, 0.01Z models by 0.85 to ensure that we sample binaries from our models
assuming that 56% of GCs are low-metallicity3 (taken from the spatial densities of low- and high-metallicity clusters
determined in Rodriguez et al. 2015, Supplemental Materials). Finally, we note that while the integral in equation B1
is performed in redshift, we compute the KDE with the merger times of the binaries. This is to ensure that P (Mc, z)
is in units of M−1 yr
−1. The distribution is then expressed in redshift by assuming P (Mc, z) = Pt (Mc, tlookback(z)),
using the stated cosmological parameters. Thus, R(Mc, z) is in units of Mpc−3 M−1 yr−1.
To compute the detectability of sources, fd(Mc, z), we assume a single Advanced LIGO detector and a minimum
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of 8 for a detection (which is equivalent to a network SNR of 12, the current threshold for
LIGO detections). The SNR for a face-on, directly over the detector, and optimally-oriented binary is defined as:
SNR =
√
4<
∫ ∞
0
|h˜(f)|2
Sn(f)
df (B3)
where h˜(f) is the gravitational wave in the frequency domain and Sn(f) is the one-sided power spectral density of the
detector noise. We compute h˜(f) using the IMRPhenomD (Husa et al. 2016; Khan et al. 2016) gravitational waveform
model4 which covers the full BBH coalescence including the inspiral, merger, and ringdown phases. For our effective
O1 observation, we use the publicly-available power spectral density released as part of the GW150914 observation
(Kissel 2015), while our O2 and design sensitivity calculations used the noise curves cited in the main text. These
optimal SNRs (which account for the dependence on redshift and chirp mass) are then multiplied by the antenna
pattern function for a single detector, Θ(α, δ, ι, ψ)/4, which describes how the gravitational wave SNR decreases for
different binary sky locations, inclinations, and polarizations (Finn 1996). The actual fraction of detectable sources,
fd(Mc, z), is determined by computing a Monte Carlo over the domain of Θ, and counting what fraction of sources
at a given chirp mass and redshift have a detectable SNR > 8. See Belczynski et al. (2013, 2014) for a complete
description.
What we show in Figure 2 is the normalized distribution from equation B1, where we convert from chirp mass to
total mass by assuming all sources have equal-mass components. To compute the actual detection rate, we integrate
equation B1 over all Mc. Since each computation of R(Mc, z) involves computing P (Mc, z), which is based on a
random draw of inspirals from our models, we compute the integral of B1 with 100 independent sample of inspirals and
report the mean of the results5 For our optimistic and pessimistic assumptions, we use the ±1σ values from the 100
independent draws, and employ the optimistic and pessimistic values of ρGC and 〈Ninsp〉 described above. Thus, the
range of values reported do not represent a true statistical uncertainty on our models, but are intended to provide a
reader with a better understanding of the astrophysical uncertainties associated with our assumptions. This procedure
is similar to that developed in Rodriguez et al. (2015).
3 Note that this is at odds with the observed distribution of
GCs in the Milky Way, in which ∼ 75% of GCs low-metallicity.
However, we find that changing the metallicity fraction from 56%
to 75% does not change the quantitative results for O1 quoted
in the main text, and only changes the detection rates for design
sensitivity LIGO at the ∼ 5% level.
4 This waveform model is available in the LALSimulation pack-
age of the LIGO Algorithm Library (LAL) software suite available
from https://wiki.ligo.org/DASWG/LALSuite.
5 This is done mostly for completeness: our weighting scheme
draws nearly all of the binaries from the most massive clusters
(which produce the most binaries), so there is little variation be-
tween different independent samples. In practice, the uncertainty
in our estimate is primarily dominated by the uncertainty in ρGC .
